Charity Financials for Auditors
Charity Financials is an online database tool covering over 162,000 not-for-profit
organisations made up of registered and exempt charities, independent schools and
universities with benchmarking capabilities for both charities and advisers.

What Charity Financials can offer you
• Full financial search on the largest 5,000 charities in the
UK, 160 universities and 800 independent schools
• Identify audit fees, total income audited or search
clients advised by any named audit firm
• Adviser data and adviser history data covering the last
10 years

• Detail of client movement; lists of previous auditors
for new clients, and listings of the named firm lapsed
clients have gone to
• Benchmarking functionality, calculate market share of
audit fee income or total income audited and related
ranking amongst all other auditors

Take a look inside
Search functionality includes financial, causal and
geographical parameters enabling you to hone in on
charities which fit your target market. You can create
bespoke “shortlists” which represent specific areas of
interest.

Fig 1. Adviser timeline

Auditors can search by audit fees, total income audited or to
search clients advised by any named audit firm. All columns
in the results lists are sortable and all results including
contact names can be downloaded to excel.
Adviser timelines on charity profiles show the adviser
history for any charity identifying how long any particular
adviser has held a mandate but also show when a charity
has changed adviser (see figure 1).

Adviser profiles
The adviser pages are interactive and allow you to identify
key client statistics by monitoring the number of clients,
number retained gained and lost, ranking amongst other
auditors and graphical representations of this data covering
the last five years (see figure 2).
Each adviser entry lists all current clients but also identifies
those clients gained and the audit firm which they were
gained from (see figure 3) and conversely the same for
lapsed clients naming the current auditor.
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Fig 2. Adviser profile

Adviser benchmarking capability
Adviser benchmarking allows firms to compare each other
over a timeframe enabling you to make comparisons on
rankings or values of fees or calculated market shares.
Benchmarking allows you to choose firms to compare
and then select data to be compared and show this data
over time for competitor analysis to aid internal market
development strategy (see figure 4).

Fig 3. Clients won

Want to know more?
Call us now on 020 7324 2364
www.charityfinancials.com

Fig 4. Benchmarking
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